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Classical Latin shows wh-movement of the relative pronoun qui to the left periphery in relative 
clauses, as in the following example:  
 
(1) nam si quis erit [RC qui hoc dicat]... 

‘For if there will be anyone [who says this]...’ (Cic. De Or. 52)  
 
According to SALVI (2005: 453), in Classical Latin prose ‘relative wh-phrases are always the 
rst constituent in embedded clauses.’ This is in contrast to pre-Classical Latin, in which the 
relative pronoun may follow other constituents within the relative clause:  
 
(2) salvere iubeo, spectatores optumos, [RC Fidem qui facitis maxumi...] 

‘I welcome you, most excellent audience, [who esteem Faith most highly...]’ 
(Plaut. Cas. 1)  

 
Note further that in (2), qui occurs not only non-initially but directly preceding the verb. This 
is common in cases of non-initial qui, but is not a strict rule, as evidence by the following:  
 
(3) [RC ex malis multis malum quod minimum’st], id minim’est malum 

‘[What is least evil among the many evils], that is the least an evil’ (Plaut. Stich. 64)  
 
From a syntactic perspective, these relative clauses with non-initial qui could be analysed in 
various ways. In the rst place, it is possible to argue that qui undergoes wh-movement, but that 
another element raises to the left periphery above qui, by a pragmatically conditioned process 
of topicalisation/focalisation: 
 
(4) [TopP [Spec Fidemi] Top0 [CP [Spec quij] [C0 ... [VP tj ti facitis maxumi] ] ] 

 
In an alternative analysis, qui does not undergo wh-movement to the left periphery but remains 
in situ, in its base-generated position within the VP:  
 
(5) [... Fidemi [VP qui ti facitis maxumi ] ]  
 
Both options seem to be paralleled elsewhere in Indo-European: in Vedic Sanskrit wh-
movement combined with topicalisation/focalisation around the relative pronoun is quite 
common (RAM-PRASAD 2022), while Hittite has been argued to lack wh-movement altogether 
(HUGGARD 2015). Since this word order is ostensibly lost in later authors, the analysis of non-
initial qui in pre-Classical texts provides a point of diachronic interest in Latin syntax.  
 
In this paper, I examine evidence from pre-Classical Latin relative clauses to establish whether 
wh-movement can be meaningfully diagnosed for instances of non-initial qui. I argue that both 
possibilities—wh-movement and wh-in-situ—were available in pre-Classical Latin. I 
investigate the possibility of semantic and/or pragmatic conditions relevant to the differing 
strategies, and their relation to wh-movement in interrogatives. I also discuss evidence from 
Classical Latin verse which suggests a poetic survival of non-initial qui. On this basis, I offer 
some speculative pathways of change that may have led to the situation in Classical Latin, as 
well as locating the results within a comparative analysis of relative wh-movement elsewhere 
in Indo-European.  
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